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Introduction

Introductory word from Steven Heinsius:
This is an e-book about the basics of wifi;
about common mistakes people make in wireless
deployments. It’s about how to do ‘good wifi’ even
if you don’t use the most expensive equipment,
and making the best results with what you have.
It’s also a tool for you to explain errors in wifi to
‘non-wireless people’. It’s educational and it’s fun.
Together we can make the world of wifi a little bit
better for our users.

Facts & figures

The Cisco Visual Networking Index: Forecast and Trends,
2017–2022, which tracks and forecasts the impact of visual
networking applications, offers the following key findings:

Mobile speeds

Smartphone traffic will exceed PC traffic

Globally, the average mobile network
connection speed in 2017 was 8.7 Mbps.
The average speed will more than triple and
will be 28.5 Mbps by 2022.

In 2018, PCs accounted for 41% of total IP
traffic, but by 2022 PCs will account for
only 19% of IP traffic. Smartphones will
account for 44% of total IP traffic by
2022, up from 18% in 2017.

Are you in for a speed test?
Visit Ookla’s Speedtest.net
Wifi speeds from mobile devices
Worldwide wifi connection speeds,
which originate from dual-mode mobile
devices, will more than double by 2022.
The average Wifi network connection
speed (24.4 Mbps in 2017) will exceed
54.2 Mbps by 2022.
Mobility (wifi) continues to
gain momentum
Hotels, cafes and restaurants will have the
highest number of hotspots by 2022 globally.
Healthcare facilities (hospitals) will see the
fastest growth, with hotspots set to triple
over the forecast period.
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Traffic from wireless and mobile devices
will account for 71 percent of total IP traffic
by 2022
In 2017, wired devices accounted for almost
half of the global IP traffic at 48%, but by
2022, wired devices will account for 29%
of IP traffic, and wifi and mobile devices will
account for 71% of IP traffic.
For more global, regional and select countrylevel projections, visit the VNI Forecast
Highlights tool.

Customer careabouts

Customer
Careabouts and
Desired Outcomes
The biggest network priorities for
Network Managers today are:

Automation

Secure Access

In order to scale for the mobility and
IoT explosion, you need a network
that can be simply managed to
meet the needs of mobility and IoT
for your critical digital initiatives.

You want to identify and contain
threats quickly in order to minimise risk
and ensure compliance by identifying
threats on your network fast.

On average it takes 191 days
to uncover a breach.*
*Source: 2017 Cost of Data Breach Study, Ponemon Institute.

Automation

Secure Access

WAN and Cloud

Control Access
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WAN and Cloud

Control Access

You want to secure your branches while
improving the WAN experience, reduce
operational complexity, and optimise link
utilisation. This includes being able to
connect to a multicloud world and enhancing
the user application experience from any
cloud, anywhere.

You want to control who and what gets onto your network. And you want to make your
workforce more productive by providing easy, highly secure mobile access anywhere.

In 2019, 70% of attacks
will use encryption.

Recurring WAN service costs
represent 21% to 25% of the
cost to support a typical
end-user environment.*

40% of traffic is encrypted,
and that number is growing.
In 2019, 70% of attacks will
use encryption.

40%

*Source: Gartner, Cloud Needs a New WAN, Mark Fabbi,
Neil Rickard, 2016.

70%

Source: Encrypted Traffics Analytics white paper, Cisco, 2018.
Source: Gartner, Security Leaders Must Address Threats
from Rising SSL Traffic, Jeremy D’Hoinne, Adam Hills, 2013.
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Investigating a wireless solution

Just buying an access point won’t provide you with effective wifi. Think about what’s
important for you and specifically, what part wifi will play in your day-to-day operations.
Consider the following points:

How important is wifi
for your business?
Is the wifi for your primary operations?
For example, if you run a warehouse that
uses barcode scanning, then wifi needs to
be a priority. You will need mission-critical
wifi with no single point of failure and no
source of interference. If, however, wifi is
an enabler for your business, you may be
able to invest in entry-level access points.
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How skilled is your IT staff?
Do you have an in-house IT team? If you
do, is it skilled enough to manage the wifi
deployment your business demands? Is
the team big enough to manage the wifi
infrastructure your business needs? Think
about what your infrastructure requires and
if you have capacity in-house to manage
it. Keep in mind that wifi is a specialty,
and not something you can ‘add’ to a
Generalist who’s responsible for the office
/ workspace environment.

Will you need to work
with a service provider?

What kind of deployment
do you need?

If you don’t have an in-house IT team,
or the team you have can’t manage your
wifi deployment, you need to think about
working with an external service provider.
Consider the kind of services you will
expect your provider to maintain and which
areas of your infrastructure they will be
managing. Is outsourcing these an option
for your business? And If you do, with what
service level? You will need to consider
budget, security, functionality and scope.

Do you want to manage your infrastructure
on premise or via the cloud, or a mix of
both? If it’s via the cloud, you will need to
consider whether you want to work with
a private cloud or public cloud, a hybrid
cloud setup or a multicloud offering. Your
IT team or service provider will be able to
guide you through what will work best for
your business requirements.

14 ways to fail

14 ways
to fail
Now let’s dive into 14 common fails
of what can go wrong in wireless.
It’s an overview of 14 things to keep
in mind when you look at your
wireless deployment and want
to improve the performance
and/or reliability of your
infrastructure.

Forget about those channels

Maximum Power!

Design for 2.4 GHz only…

Still the most common and most-seen error
in wifi is not caring about the channels. What
does this mean? Good question. Your wifi will
be on a 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz frequency band.
On each band there is a set number of
channels. If your wifi is on a 2.4 GHz
frequency, you will have 11 channels, all of
which overlap (and, therefore, interfere with
one another) except for numbers 1,6 and
11. On a 5 GHz frequency there are 23
non-overlapping channels!

We all know that having too much power isn’t
good… for anyone. Too much power and you
will see devices unable to connect properly
to the wifi. Higher power won’t increase
coverage, but could lead to interference and
distortion. It also causes roaming issues and
‘hidden node’ and ‘near-far’ Issues. A typically
recommendation is to set your AP’s at a
maximum of 14 dBm which equals to 25 mw,
which is the maximum transmission power
of the vast majority of your clients on your
network… mobile devices.

Yup, still we have designs that are made with 2.4
GHz as the focus. This limits your interferencefree channels to just three: 1, 6 and 11! Design
your network for 5GHz and take advantage of all
those non-overlapping channels.

Using the wrong channel (e.g.. Channel
4 in the 2.4 GHz band) will result in Slow
and dropped connections. Interference will
dramatically degrade the performance of your
network. So it’s important to use only channel
1, 6 & 11 in 2.4 GHz band, and move to 5
GHz at all if possible.
Steven’s simple rule:
“Lead with a Channel Plan”
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Steven’s simple rule: “Too much power
isn’t good... for anyone”

Steven’s simple rule: “Start with 5 GHz on
the test, and have FRA & RRM do the rest”

Placements...

I am secure

Hype versus reality

Of course I did a site survey

“Your wifi is bad”. Well, maybe you shouldn’t
put the AP in a metal cage. Seriously,
placement matters when it comes to
wifi. Walls, cupboards, that dark spot in
the corner – all of them will hinder your
wifi’s effectiveness. wifi doesn’t like to be
obstructed. Who does?

Customers tell us they have a secure
network, by putting in a pre-shared key.
Well. PSK is great… but it’s ‘personal’ and not
‘business’. It was designed for the home, so
let’s leave it at home and invest in security
solutions designed specifically for the
business environment.

We all want those big shiny numbers on the
box… but how real are they? Don’t waste
time and effort going for upgrades and
enhancements you just don’t need. Stick to
what will work best for your business. Don’t
fall for the hype!

A design is something different than a site
survey. A survey is what a survey means
- you must survey the site, not just design
it. You need a predictive site survey, predeployment site survey, post-deployment site
survey and periodic site surveys.

Think about your radio at home. Where do
you put your speakers? I hope they are in your
room and visible, because putting the speaker
inside a closed closet will give a degraded
sound quality. It’s the same with your access
points. Put your AP where the clients are.

In a business environment you want a
business solution, with 802.1X Authentication
and if possible even add ‘Role Based Access’.
You can even go to the next level and do
segmentation on your infrastructure to make
sure that device X can never enter network Y.

Steven’s simple rule: “Wave 2 is nice...
but the magic is in the HDX”

Steven’s simple Rule: “No Survey, no wifi”

Steven’s simple rule: “Like in Real Estate;
Location, Location, Location”

Steven’s simple rule:
“Security is a Process, not a Product”
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14 ways
to fail

14 ways
to fail

Like4Like replacements

Bring your own AP

Supporting Legacy Devices

You can’t just ‘take out one, and put in
another’. This doesn’t work. If you do your
site surveys as outlined above, this fail will be
mitigated with ease. But keep in mind to do
the survey with the access point that you will
install. The Radio for a 2800 AP is completely
different than the radio for a 3700.
And doing a survey with an 2802e
(external antenna) and than installing the
2802i (internal antenna) doesn’t work either.

You’d be surprised by the number of
employees that bring their ‘WRT54G’
from home and plug it into the wall of
your corporate network. Corporate wifi
requires a corporate solution. Leave your
own AP at home!

If your clients are 802.11b… it’s time to throw
them out. The 2000’s are long gone, it’s time
to move on from clients who are still stuck
there. Be clear on your clients’ requirements
and capabilities and whether they are a fit for
your modern-day offering.

Steven’s simple rule:
“A rogue AP should never have IP”

Steven’s simple rule: “If you have legacy
devices, give them a separate SSID”

Steven’s simple rule:
“Survey for the access points you will
install” You didn’t do a Survey for those
latest and greatest Radio’s. So do it now!
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Design for coverage

Dirty Air

Listen to the Architect

The Installer is always right…

I remember in the early days of wifi, the
request was ‘to have coverage everywhere,
at the minimum costs’. Well, that’s not how
to do it today. Start disabling your lower data
rates and see what it does for performance.
Seriously, try it…

Having Dirty Air is a bad thing… Let’s fix it!
How do you know if you have Dirty Air? Good
question. Most likely your wifi is not working
properly and you just don’t know why. You
can use sensors to do the investigating for
you, which is great, because you want to
know about it immediately and get rid of it as
soon as possible.

And I’m not talking about you, the network
architect. Don’t worry if it spoils ‘the look’
of your corporate HQ. In fact, who cares?
If you want good wifi, put your APs where
your clients are. You can make your APs
‘hidden’ and still make them work. There are
very good solutions out there to seamlessly
integrate your wireless infrastructure into the
office without annoying the architect.

You did everything perfect. Flawless. Now
the installer takes your design… And installs
the APs where it’s most convenient to them.
Don’t let them! Stick to your plan. There’s a
reason why you designed it the way you did.

Steven’s simple rule:
“A smaller cell = better performance”

Steven’s simple rule:
“Dirty air is like dirty underwear”
Get rid of it as soon as possible...

Steven’s simple rule: “Stick to the plan”

Steven’s simple rule: “Can you read the
logo? Then you’re probably good to go”

14 ways
to fail
14
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Fixing wifi

Let’s highlight two
important IT pain points:
The first one: 				
time spent on troubleshooting
Today, IT teams spend 43% of their time
troubleshooting network issues. This is
caused by the following two challenges:
1.

Lack of visibility of what is happening
on the network

2.

The need to use different points of
management - interfaces - to scan
and analyse the network

The second one: 			
reactive network management
Intent-Based Networking will completely
change the way network administrators
work, removing repeating and tedious
configuration tasks and moving from a
reactive to a proactive approach.
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Do more with less including
unmatched visibility
Meraki simplifies your day-to-day
operations by putting intuitive yet
powerful tools in the hands of network
administrators. The Cisco Meraki
dashboard gives visibility into the
network users, their devices, and their
applications. Armed with rich analytics,
administrators can quickly create access
control and application usage policies,
optimising both the end-user experience
and network security. You can easily
configure wireless network settings in
one dashboard. Your entire network
under a single pane of glass.
A better way to control your network
with Cisco DNA Center
Cisco DNA Center is the network
management and command center for
Cisco Digital Network Architecture, your
intent-based network for the enterprise.
It enables you to provision and configure
all your network devices in minutes.
Use advanced analytics to proactively
monitor, troubleshoot, and optimise
your network. It supports the integration
with third-party systems for improved
operational processes.

A couple of features and capabilities…
Complete control from a single dashboard
(management), drag-and-drop policy
creation (automation), everything as a
sensor (analytics) and highly secure
segmentation (security).
Cisco DNA Center Assurance solves
the pain points by eliminating manual
troubleshooting operations and reducing
the time spent resolving service issues.
Cisco DNA Center Assurance turns your
network devices into sensors, giving you
visibility into everything on your network.
The clean and simple dashboard shows
overall status and flags issues (the Cisco
Meraki dashboard is integrated into Cisco
DNA Center).
Guided remediation then automates
resolution to keep your network at its
optimal performance and improve the
user experience, all without relying
on complex and time-consuming
troubleshooting work. With Cisco DNA
Center Assurance, your staff can grow
your network and still have time to take
on the new IT projects that set your
company apart from your competitors.

Cisco portfolio

Cisco portfolio
IT must be able to change fast and at scale
The industries that define our lives - healthcare,
transportation, finance, retail, manufacturing -are
rapidly changing. It’s inspirational and motivating…
and unstoppable. This evolution introduces an
onslaught of applications and devices,
a need for greater efficiency, and new
security threats.
Today’s networks are not set up to
meet current demands
By adopting an intent-based approach, your
network will meet these challenges. It will understand
business intent and continuously align to it. It will use
context and analytics to constantly learn and adapt
to changing needs and conditions. And, its fully
integrated security capabilities will constantly protect
your organization.
Align business goals to network results
In today’s world, the network connects everything.
It has the potential to constantly adapt, protect,
and inform across all IT and business processes.
But how?
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Only with an intent-based network. By capturing
business intent and activating and assuring it network
wide, using Cisco DNA Center, you can bridge the
gap between what your business needs and what
your network delivers.
Cisco Meraki
Cisco Meraki offers a 100% cloud-managed
solution for faster deployment, simplified
administration, and richer visibility. All Cisco Meraki
devices - including the wireless access points - are
centrally and securely managed from the cloud using
a single, web-based dashboard. This dashboard is
also integrated in Cisco DNA Center.
Cisco Mobility Express
Mobility Express is controller-less technology
designed for small and medium-sized businesses,
as well as distributed enterprises. It provides
industry-leading wifi technology with a quick
deployment and without the need for additional
licences. It sets up in 10 minutes, simplifies
operations, provides advanced features and
adds no costs for licensing or controller hardware.

Resources / request demo

Resources

Request a demo

If you want to see Steven’s full
presentation, 7 Ways to Fail + 7
New Ways to Fail: The Famous
Fourteen, then you can enjoy
the show here.

We’re making it easy for you to
manage your (wireless) network.
Discover how with one of our
personalised demos.

Watch
Video

Request
Demo

